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This note is intended to place recent archaeological findings into the public record in 
advance of development of the Buxhall Farm site, and to emphasize the high 
archaeological potential of the site for investigation. This material was not available 
for consideration  when the earlier desk-based assessment was prepared in 2009. 

 
1. Abstract.  Field-walking finds show two likely Romano-British farmstead settlements within the 
proposed Buxhall Farm development area and an Iron Age one nearby, coinciding with some of the 
markings in aerial photographs. The prehistoric activity and long use of the name Great Barrow Field 
for the area suggest that the circular features shown in aerial photographs should be investigated 
for the presence of ploughed-out barrows in the northern part of the site. 
 
2. Evidence of Romano-British and iron Age settlement from field-walking. Field walking was 
carried out by the Cambridge Archaeological Field Group between 1995 and 1999, walking in 10m 
transects and recording find spots by measurement. Finds of pottery fragments were recorded as 
prehistoric/Anglo-Saxon, Roman, medieval or post-medieval. The areas covered and finds locations 
are marked in Figure 1. The red and blue triangles indicate single finds. The green medieval finds 
may be multiple. Post-medieval material was found uniformly over most of the site and is omitted.  
 

The concentrations of Romano-British material at A , B and  C suggest the presence of settlements 

at these locations. The first coincides with aerial photographic anomalies coloured blue in figure 2. 

(Palmer 2009.) The cluster of finds at D has been confirmed by Blinkhorn as Iron Age. 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Location of field-walked areas and finds at Buxhall and Mill Lane farms, Histon. CAFG. 
 



 
 

Figure 2. Composite map of aerial-photographic anomalies. (Palmer, Figure 6 in Gilmour 2009) 
 
3. Historical and photographic evidence of possible Iron-Age barrows. 
 
Long-term use of the name Barrow suggests the likely existence of ploughed-out barrows in the area, for 
which the circular features shown at 44806485 and 44956477 in figures 1,2 and 3 are possibilities. The Iron 

Age cluster at D in figure 1 points to settlement in the area at that date.  

 

 
 

Figure 3. Pre-enclosure map, 1801, showing The Barrow furlong. CUL2. 
 

The open field occupying the area of Histon between Mill Lane and Cottenham Road was known by 1638 as 
Great Barrow Field. (CUL1.)  The subdivision into furlongs and strips is shown in Figure 3. The furlong 
outlined in green was known as The Barrow. Both  it and the furlong to the north were under arable 



cultivation by 1638. The drop in Cottenham Road where it leaves Histon is still known as Barrow Hill.  No 
evidence has yet been found of the location of barrows in the area, but place-name evidence points strongly 
to their one-time existence. 
 
Recent landscape studies show that the original furlongs in Great Barrow Field radiated out from the Green 
and that The Barrow furlong and the one to the north of it were brought into use at  later dates, probably 
after improved drainage after the construction of the Beach Ditch in 1254 (Ravensdale 1974, Oates 2015). 
The direct road from Histon to Cottenham also seems to date from this period.  Its construction probably 
caused the division of a single Barrow Field into Great Barrow field to the east of the road and Little Barrow 
field lying to the west, suggesting that barrows existing before 1254 had been ploughed out before 1638.  
 

 
Figure 4.  

 
4. Recommendations.  The desk-based assessment of the Buxhall Farm site, Gilmour 2009,  was based 
mainly on the aerial photographic evidence reproduced in figure 2.  He recommended that the area coloured 
light green in figure 4 was of higher archaeological potential. The field-walking and historical evidence above 
reinforces this and shows strongly that the northern part of the site, indicated by the dotted lines in figure 4, 
is also of high archaeological potential and should be investigated. 
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